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Stickers And Labels

About us

Warranty Void
If Seal Broken
R

Any Graphics is capable of producing a variety of stickers & self adhesive labels like
product labels, instruction/caution labels, warranty seals & barcode labels

Savira Innovations is an ISO certified organization specializing in printing
Savira is one of the leading organizations in the manufacture of high tech
plastic products for the electronics, automobile & Home Appliances
industry.

(pre-printed or plain) using a wide range of paper, film & foil substrates.
The multiple options like embossing, matt and gloss varnish combination & delivery
can be provided to the customers depending upon their requirements

Graphic Overlays

Savira claimed market leader status in the manufacture of Labels, Stickers,
Membrane switches, Dials and cards with in the short span of time.
This was achieved by adhering to high standards of client satisfaction and
stringent Quality system parameters.

Overlays designs may incorporate clear windows for LED lights/display screen,
cut out areas for access to buttons, or a simple and elegant embossed front panel
giving a 3D positive feel. The surface finish may vary from complete or selective
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texture, gloss, matt, satin to velvet depending upon the preference of a customer to
The focus was on unwavering commitment to eliminating non conformities
and deviation in product and manufacturing processes complemented by
value enhancing products and prompt response to client needs.

provide high end professional finish to the products. Alternatively,

Quality Management System is designed to meet our customer's satisfaction
while quick responsiveness is the key to our success. At Savira, product
development and innovation has been an ongoing process.
The ultra-modern manufacturing facilities installed for printing and doming.
People, technology and our production capability have all been key elements
in gaining market leadership.
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it can be combined with selective doming at some areas to provide an exquisite

Dome Stickers
Dome stickers are the right solution for your brand to stand out in style. Also known
as bubble stickers, formed by a clear layer of polyurethane give a high quality
three dimensional (3D) appearance with remarkable visual impact. The clear domed

Manufacturing Facilities
In house Design & Development,
Printing ( Air condition & Dust free Printing area )
Punching ( Embossing, Half / Full cutting )
Doming ( Controlled air condition & Dust free Doming area )
Quality Assurance Group

Savira has been certified with international awards an ISO 9001:2008
quality System .Today Savira has an impressive list of multi-national
clients who prefer vendors competitive in
quality, price and delivery.
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look to the emblem

Core products like Polycarbonate / PVC labels, logos, membrane switches
and ID cards from the spearhead of Savira’s business.
Savira’s team of professional and experienced engineers constantly meets
the challenges of quality and client care by establishing personal and
professional relationships with each of our customers.
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shaped layer provides an exquisite look to the emblem differentiating it from substitute
products. Doming are available in options like full- classic doming, selective doming or letter
cut doming depending upon the choice and need of the customers

Membrane keyboard’s
A membrane keyboard has two Screen printed polyester films with conductive ink to form the circuit layers
of the keyboard. In between two circuits a die cut spacer at contact points is then sandwiched.
To complete the circuits a touch of finger on the die-cut holes allows to close the contact. Up on release
the circuit is broken. In put device user identifies the specific keyboard contacts through a graphic overlay. For
interfacing with the customer's electronics the panel back is laminated with an adhesive for mounting to a backer
or enclosure and can be terminated to a Male/ Female clincher connector. It is dust-proof, humidity proof;
heat proof (can work even at 100 °C and -10°C). This is so because the membrane switches are completely sealed
and polyester sheets are used to manufacture the membrane keyboard. Polyester sheets have the softening
temperature of 125°C and melting temperature of 250°C. Membrane switches have contact life of more than 5
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million contacts for non-tactile and more than 2 million contacts for the tactile type. It also ensures minimum
mechanical movement, which means minimum chances of switch failure. It is economical and gives outstanding
appearance.

Reliable, Long Life, Maintenance Free,
Full Spectrum of Eye Catching Colours Custom Designed as per requirement
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